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Seasonal Variations in Soudan 2

Seasonal Variations in an underground detector may be a signature for Dark Matte;. [l] The
Soudan 2 detector searches for nucleon decay and atmospheric neutrinos. The trigger rate is about
0.5 Hertz. It is dominated by approximately equal numbers of atmospheric muons and low level
is consistent with a similar
radioactivityy. The muon rate has a seasonal variation of +-2Y0,which
effect at MACRO. The MACRO tiect has been correlated with temperature in the upper atmosphere.
Our trigger rate has a seasonal variation of +-15% which we believe is due to radon in the mine, and
variations in air flow with outside temperature.
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Introduction

Soudan 2 has measured clear seasonal variations in both its muon rate and its trigger rate. The
w 5% rise in the muon rate has also been seen in other experiments, and is understood as an effect
due to seasonal changes in temperature in the upper atmosphere. The average temperature change
between summer and winter is w 30”K. At a point of tied pressure in the atmosphere (i.e. fixed
in
the temperature results in a +2?70 change
in
the local density. The
overburden), this +270 change
competition between pion absorption and pion decay favors absorption when the density is high
(winter) and the fraction of pions which decay to give a muon goes down.
The w 30% rise in the trigger rate during the summer was harder to understand. Some dark matter
experiments use a seasonal variation as a potential signature for dark matter. If the mean velocity of
dark matter is at rest in the galaxy, then the relative velocity between the earth and the dark matter
increases (decreases) as the earth’s motion around the sun is parallel (antiparallel) with the motion
of the sun around the galaxy. For no particular reason, these periods of time roughly correspond to
summer and winter. Dark matter cross sections are expected to be proportional to relative velocity.
Another suggested cause for the seasonal variation was electrical noise variations, due to increased
cage rides and other activities during the tourist season. If this explanation was correct, a strong
day-tight effect during the summer would be expected. We now believe the trigger variation is due to
radon. The airborne radon level in the mine is higher in the summer than the winter because there are
diferent patterns of ventilation in the mine depending on the relative inside/outside temperatures.
This effect has been seen in other caves and mines, and is consistent with measurements of the radon
near Soudan 2.
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Seasonal Variations

in the Muon Rate

Seasonal changes in muon rates have been reported at previous Cosmic Ray Conferences. [2] The
atmosphere gets colder as one goes up in altitude. Protons arriving from outer space go about an
interaction length where they make secondary pions. The pions then may interact or decay within
an interaction length. A larger number of z’s and p’s are made deeper in the shower, but the highest
energy ones come from the first few interactions. Since the energy spectrum of cosmic rays is steeply
falling, a muon observed underground is likely to come horn a primary with an energy within a factor
of 10 of the energy of the primary.
At a fixed height, when the temperature changes, the pressure and density both change. But pion
production by cosmic rays depends not on altitude but on overburden. Thus in the comparison of
muon production rat es, we consider what happens as the temperature changes for a point with a
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Table 1: Classifications for the contained events before corrections.

multiprong classification. Results are shown in Table 2. Events with (without ) shield hits are labeled
“rock” (“gold” ) events. The quality of the flavour assignment was measured using the Monte Carlo
data. We found that 87% of events assigned as tracks have muon flavour and 96% of showers electron
flavour.
The majority of the events classified as contained are due to the interactions of neutral particles
(neutrons or photons) produced by muon interactions in the rock around the detector. Calculations
show that only a few percent of suck events will not have an accompanying charged track traversing
our shield, which was placed as close to the cavern wall and as far away horn the detector as possible
to maximize the probability of detecting the accompanying charged particles. The efficiency of the
shield has been measured using cosmic ray muons detected in the main detector. It ranges from 81Yo
during the early data rum before the geometrical coverage was complete to 93% at the end of this
data period. Also, 8.9% of Monte Carlo events had a random shield coincidence.
Our large sample of rock events enables us to investigate this potential background by studying
the depth distribution of the events in the detector. This allows us to simultaneously measure any
backgrounds due to either shield inefficiency or cent ained events due to neutral particles entering
the detector without being accompanied by charged particles in the shield. Neutrino events will be
distributed uniformly throughout the detector, while background events will be attenuated towards
the center. We define a measure of the proximity of the event to the detector exterior by calculating
the minimum perpendicular distance from the event vertex to the detector edge.
In using the depth distribution of the rock events to correct for background, we note that the
measured flavor ratio as a function of shield mdtiplicit y is observed to be a constant value of 0.76
+ 0.07. We then correct the track to shower ratio in the data by fitting the track and shower depth
distribution to a sum of those in the rock events and Monte Carlo, constraining the flavor ratio of
the rock events to its observed value. The result of the fit gives the corrected neutrino induced rate
of 83.6 tracks and 119.7 showers. From this we calculate R = 0.66 + 0.11, where the error includes
the statistical error on the data, the statistical error on the Monte Carlo, and the error on the fit.

3

The High Resolution Sample
If the low value of R is the result of neutrino oscillations, the L/E distribution will be sensitive to

Am2. The ability to identify an oscillation signature in an L/E distribution is mainly limited by the
measurement of the incident neutrino direction. The neutrino directional measurement is smeared by
detector resolution, target Fermi motion, and the failure to image all final state particles. We have
found that by placing energy cuts on the data, we can obtain a subsample of events which have the
potential for good directional measurement, and hence better sensitivityy to oscillation parameters.
In Soudan 2, the identification of a recoil proton greatly enhances the abilit y to identify the neutrino
direction. The cuts that isolate this sample are:
●

Tracks and Showers
Plept > 150~ev/c
Plept > 6oo~ev/c

if a recoil is present
if no recoil is present

.

.P”

●

Multiprongs

Evia > 700itfeV/c
pi. > 450MeV/c
plwt > 250MeV/c
Because it has the highest statistics with the lowest systematic error, the quasielastic sample is the
best sample with which to make the hypothesis test, “Is there an atmospheric neutrino anomaly?”
The high resolution sample includes about 40% of the quasi-elastic events, but also most of the high
energy multiprongs. This sample is preferable to use for neutrino oscillation paramet er measurements,
which depend on L/E resolution. The zenith angle distribution of the high resolution sample is shown
in Figure 1. The VP deficit is clearly seen at all zenith angles.
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Figure 1: The zenith angle distribution of the data (points), neutrino Monte Carlo without oscillations (dashed
line) and the rock background (shaded). The upper curve is for VP events and the lower curve for Ve’s. The
rock and Monte Carlo curves are normalized to the data.
For the high resolution sample the flavor ratio is R = 0,52+ 0.09. This lower value of the ratio
is consistent with our value from the quasi-elastic sample, but is inconsistent with the possible value
0.75 at 90% CL. This value implies a higher value of Am2 just because neutrinos from both sides of
the earth have to be contributing to the VP disappearance. This conclusion is born out by the L/E
fits.
In Figure 2, we show the L/E data for both VP and v= without oscillations. When we perform fits
with oscillations, Am2 = 1.1 x 10–2eV2represents our best fit, but the value of Xz for larger mass
values does not give a bad fit. However, values of Am2 below 10–3eV2 are ruled out.
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Conclusion

Soudan 2 measures a neutrino flavor ratio R = 0.66+ O.ll(stat) inconsistent with expectation,
but consistent with the interpretation of neutrino oscillations ZJv~ v. in atmospheric neutrinos. A
data sample with good angular resolution does not show a zenith angle effect, giving the oscillation
parameters Amz > 10-3eV2 for sin2(20) = 1.
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Figure 2: L/E distributions
forVP CC and v, CC background subtracteddata (crosses) and the Monte Carlo
expectation without oscillations (dashed histogram).

The MC is normalized to 4.2 kiloton-years data.
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